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point the provisions of section 4888 of the Revised Statutes are im-
perative.
In Wood v. Underhill, 5 How. 1, 5, the court said:
"But when the specification of a new composition of matter gives only the

names of the substances which are to be mixed together, without stating
any relative proportion, undoubtedly it would be the duty of the court to
declare the patent to be void. And the same rule would prevail where it
was apparent that the proportions were stated ambiguously and vaguely."
In Tyler v. Boston, 7 Wall. 327, 330, speaking of a discovery of a

new substance by means of chemical combinations of known materi-
als, the court declared:
"Where a patent is claimed for such a discovery, it should state the com-

ponent parts of the new manufacture claimed, with clearness and precision,
and not leave the person attempting to use the discovery to find it out 'by
experiment,' The law requires the applicant for a patent right to deliver
a written description of the manner and process of making and compound-
ing his new-discovered compound. The art is new; and therefore persons
cannot be presumed to be skilled in it, or to anticipate the results of chemical
combinations of elements not in daily use,"
In the recent case of Consolidated Electric Light Co. v. McKees-

port Light Co., 73 O. G. 1289, 1291, 16 Sup. Ct. 75, the supreme court,
after citing section 4888, Rev. St., said:
''The object of this is to apprise the publIc of what the patentee claims as

his own, the courts of what they are called upon to construe, and competing
manufacturers and dealers of exactly what they are bound to avoid. Grant
v. Raymond, 6 Pet. 218, 247. If the description be so vague and uncertain
that no one can tell, except by independent experiments, how to construct
the patented device, the patent is void."
Under these authorities, it is plain that, upon the appellant's

theory of Mr. Mitchell's inventions, his patents are void for lack of
compliance with the statutory requirements with respect to the
description of the manner and process of using his discovery.
The decree of the circuit court is affirmed.

REMINDER LOCK CO. et 11.1. v. ADLER et aL
(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. December 23, 1800.)

PATENTS-CONSTRUCTION OF CLATHS-VALVE LOCKS.
The Stiner patent, No. 413,794, for an improvement in valve locks,

whereby the performance of one aet (such liB turning off the water In
a building at night) Is insured by making it Impossible to perform an-
other act (such liB locking the front door of the building) until the water
is turned off, covers an invention sutf1cientiy meritorious to warrant II.
liberal construction of the claims, and the application of the doctrine of
equivalents. HeZm. therefore, that the patent was infringed by a mechan·
Ism which, though different in appearance, was composed of parts Which,
In function and operation, were the cOUDterparts of the elements of the
first claim.

This was a bill in equity by the Reminder Lock Company and others
a.gainst Marcus Adler and others for infringement of $ patent relating
to valve locks.
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This is an equity suit for infringement of letters patent 413,794,
granted to Clarence M. Stiner, OCtober 29, 1889, for improvements in
valve locks. The patent is now owned by the complainants. Stiner's
idea was to insure the performance of one act, such as turning off the
water in a building at night, by making it impossible to perform an-
other act, such as locking the front door of the building, until the wa·
ter has been turned off. To illustrate: The porter, on unlocking the
door in the morning, finds the water turned off. There is but one
way for him to get water. He must take the key which unlocked
the door and with it unlock the water valve. The momeut he does
this the key becomes caught in the valve lock or "trapped." The key
can only be released by closing and locking the water valve. In other
words, the porter cannot lock the door at night until he has shut off
the water. The specification says:
"The device used consists of a key which fits two different locks. One

of the locks is arranged so that when not in use as a seai it may be carried
about or removed from its normai position, and its construction is such
that it cannot be thus removed without first inserting the key and turning
it. This act locks the key within the lock, so that when the lock is removed
the key cannot be used in another lock until it has been released. To reo
lease the key necessitates the replacement of the lock and the throwing of the
bolt. This having been accomplished the key may be removed from the lock
and used on the second lock."
The patentee describes the device shown in the drawings, prefacing

it, however, with the statement that it is one of many which may
be used in practicing the invention. He says:
"I therefore do not confine myself to the particular form of lock nor to

the particular manner of handling it. The central idea is to enforce the
performance of an act or duty by rendering the performance of another
act or duty dependent upon the performance of the tirst act. '.rhe form of
. lock here shown it is obvious may not be adhered to. I may use a 'Yale'
lock and key or any other form of lock wherein it is impossibie to with·
draw the key except it be turned to a certain point. It is obvious also, as
before stated, that the Invention may be used in many instances, among
which may be mentioned in couples a front and back door, any two doors,
a stable-door and a house·door, a safe or vault and main door of a bank, and
many other instances which it is not necessary to mention herein."
The claims involved are the first and fourth. They are as follows:
"(1) In combination with a lock·holder, a lock which may be embraced by

the said holder, but which is removable therefrom, a keeper, and a key
adapted to operate said lock to loclt the keeper, holder,and lock together, for
the purpose described." .
"(4) A lock, in combination with a lock,holder which embraces the lock,

said holder being provided with an opening, and a keeper adapted to pass
,through or Into said to become engaged with the lock."
Tbe. defense is that the claims mnst be narrowly construed and,

so c.Qnstrued, are not infringed.
Alfred Ely,. . .
. C. ;Raegener, .for defendants.,

COXE, District Judge (after stating the facts). The idea of en·
forcingone actby plak,;iJ;lg of another act dependent
thereon was which he car-

out' is new with'hiIU:}t' was old to
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attach reminders to keys. The patent to Weil shows an electric ap-
paratus designed to accomplish substantially the same object as
Stiner's, but operating in a totally different way. The electric circuit
which operates the cut-off valve is set in motion by putting a weight
on a lever or taking it off. This weight may be a key, but it may be
anything else as well. The porter if he desires to do so can hang
a nail on the lever and carry the front door key in his pocket contin-
uously. It is obvious that the patented device is simpler, cheaper
and more effective than the Weil apparatus. The same may be said
of the crude and ineffective Hellenberg structure. These are the
best references offered by the defendllnts, and Stiner is many steps in
advance of both. They make the performance of the desired duty
optional; he makes it compulsory. It is the difference between a re-
quest and an order. The use of Stiner's mechanism insures obedi·
ence; none of the prior devices does this. A porter nsinghis lock
is compelled to shut off the water before he can lock up for the night.
There is no alternative except to pick the lock. Of course the ob·
ject of the invention is to prevent carelessness, not crime. A corrupt
porter could, of course, circumvent all of these devices, but as a safe-
guard against forgetfulness and negligence Stiner's lock is without
doubt the best yet devised.
Another feature pf. tlle Stiner invention not found in prior struc-

tures is the locking shut of the water valve at night. Before the
porter can release the key he must not only turn off the water, but
he must lock the valve in the closed position so that no water can
get into the building either by accident or design. It is clear, then,
that Stiner has made a valuable invention possessing elements of ex-
cellence not hinted at in the prior art. His is not a pioneer patent
in the sense that he was the first to enter this field, but it is suffi·
ciently meritorious to warrant a liberal construction of the claims;
a construction broad enough to enable the complainants to restrain
those who accomplish the identical result by similar or equivalent
means.
Claim 1 has the following elements in combination: (1) A lock·

holder. (2) A lock which may be embraced by the said .holder but
which is removable therefrom. (3) A keeper or hasp. (4) A key.
The use by the defendants of the lock-holder and key is undisputed.
There is also a lock which may be embraced by and can be removed
from the holder and there is a rigid metal attachment to the valve
handle which swings with it into engagement with the holder and
when locked in this position effectually prevents the use of water in
the building. The defendants' brief concedes that the inventor is enti-
tled to "any fair equivalents of the means invented by him coming
within the essence and gist of the invention." It is thought that this at·
tachment is such an equivalent and that in using it the defendants
have appropriated "the essence" of the invention. That these parts
accomplish the same result as the complainants' device is admitted,
but, it is said, that they do it by different means. In a limited sense
this is true, but, as before stated, the patent is not restricted to the
exact details shown and described. The defendants' mechanism,
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thoqgh it has a different appearance to the eye, will be found on
analysis to contain parts, which in function and operation, are the
counterparts of the elements. covered by the first claim. There is
a movable lock, a lock·holder, a key and a part attached to the valve
which engages with the holder. The parts are locked together and
the key "trapped" precisely as in the Stiner device. The spirit is
the same, the letter is different. The principal controversy arises
over the alleged missing element, the "keeper," in the defendants' de-
vice. There is little difficulty on this point unless the patent is de·
stroyed by an exceedingly narrow construction. That the defend·
ants use a ''keeper'' is self-evident. It is admitted that their valve
handle is kept The part which keeps the valve handle is the "keep·
er." It$ size, shape and distance from the valve are immaterial.
It does not cease to be the ''keeper'' because the lock or a part thereof
is attached to it.
It follo,¥s that claim 4 is also infringed for the defendants' holder

is provided with an opening into which the keeper passes to become
engaged with the lock.
The complainants are entitled to the usual decree.

ROBBmS et al. v. DUEBER WATCH-cASE MANUF'G CO. et aI.

(Circuit court, N. D. Ohio, E. D. December 2, 1895.)

No. 4,935.

1. PATENTS.....WATCH CASES-VALIDITy-INFRINGEMENT.
The patent of Caleb K. Colby, dated October 23, 1883 (No. 287,(01), for

Improvement In watch pendant, held valid, and Its first claim Infringed by
the watch cases manufactured and sold by the Dueber Watch-(Jase Manu-
facturing Company. . .

S. SAME-GENERAL USE.
Extensive recognition by the pUblic, large sales, and the fact that manu-

facturers have generally taken license under the patent, are potential
facts, largely Infiuencing the judgment of the court.

8. SAME-IMPROVEMENT UPON PATEN'l'ED DEVWE.
A device Is none the less an Infringement because It contains an Im-

provement upon the patented Invention.
4. SAME. .

Winans v. Denmead, 15 How. 343, cited, approved, and followed.

This was a suit in equity by Royal E. Robbins and Thomas M.
Avery against the Dueber Watch-Case Manufacturing
John C. Dueber, its president, and Winthrop A. Moore, its secretary
and treasurer, for alleged infringement of a patent.
Prindle & Russell and Lysander Hill, for complainants.
Chas. R. Miller and M. D. Leggett, for defendants.

RICKS, District Judge. This is a suit for an injunction re-
straining the defendants from infringing a patent issued to Caleb
K. Colby on the 23d of October, 1883 (being patent No. 287,001),
for an improvement in watch pendants. The prayer of the bill


